In [1] , it was shown by explicit calculation using only Standard Model physics and experimentally-confirmed QED behaviour that the value of time-variation in the electron charge e which corresponds to the cosmologically-measured variation in the fine structure constant α = e 2 claimed by Webb et al. [2] does not violate the Generalized Second Law of Thermodynamics [3] applied to the theoretically-allowed range of black holes in the present Universe. Therefore, the possibility exists that the measurement may be explained by a variation in the 'effective' (i.e. measurable) charge of the electron arising in QED and Standard Model physics. Accelerator experiments have established that the 'effective' electron charge varies with the interaction energy scale and many time-dependent energy scales are known in the Universe, most notably the isoentropically-cooling cosmic microwave background temperature. Furthermore, it was explicitly shown in [1] that the claimed measured value matches the maximal variation allowed by the Generalized Second Law of Thermodynamics with Standard Model physics. Thus, if the Webb et al. measurement is correct, the calculation of [1] could be used to mathematically or physically elucidate the variation mechanism and principles governing entropy in the Universe.
dS bh dµ ∂µ ∂α dα dt term or any new scalar fields etc. incorporated in the black hole area A bh definition. While [4] nonessentially assumes quantized A bh and S bh , which depends on unknown Planck-scale behaviour, Eq (3) of [4] with or without constant S bh implies that, if A bh and S bh are quantized and α varies continuously with t, then µ must be quantized for Z = 0 but unquantized for Z = 0. Inversely, if µ is quantized, µ can not vary with continuous α(t). Thus it may be more natural to investigate M pl and M bh varying in unison due to a time-varying gravitational constant G as was done in [7] . In QED where the renormalized e depends on the energy scale, the apparent continuous cosmic microwave background cooling implies
